
 

Who we are:  

AP TAC is a dynamic and flexible Training and Consulting company based in Europe with 
worldwide high  treat  environment  expertise 


Our mission is to provide specialized and advanced training and consulting solutions for military 
forces, security Company  ,  Training Organizations  and responsible armed  citizens


Our Clients:  

• Government Organizations  

• Private Security Companies  

• NGO’s and Humanitarian Organizations 


• Private Citizens

 
The courses and the seminars organized by AP TAC are open to all professionals in accordance 
with the national and international law and 


Some of the courses are reserved for active-duty personnel serving the local government 
institutions. The courses are not mainly focused on operational shooting and tactical procedures; 
all of our training curricula are designed following the "progressive path method" and all the 
students will learn passing through different layers of instruction.


This method allows the operator to understand the training concepts and keep him focused on 
the real needs. 


Custom courses:  
 
AP TAC can build custom training courses to fit your needs. We offer a wide range of curriculum 
to include precision rifle training, carbine, pistol, executive protection, shotgun, home defense and 
on-and off-road driving. These courses can be combined or extended based your needs  

Our Staff:  
 
All of our staff and instructors come from Government Military and Law Enforcement special 
Operations Units, where they accumulate a huge "real life combat experience" and pass through 
a series of courses that improve their teaching skills with the most modern teaching techniques. 




The Founder - Alex Pineschi 


After taking leave from his service in the Italian army, Alex Pineschi began a specialized training 
course in the United States. In 2011, Alex started working in the field of maritime anti-piracy, 
assuming the role of Private Security Contractor in Africa, Asia and the Middle East.


In 2014, when ISIS began to pose an international threat, Alex observed the progress of the 
conflict with growing concern until, in November 2014, he decided to leave everything and to take 
an active part.  He left for Kurdistan and joined the Peshmerga as a volunteer, taking part in the 
battle against the advance of the military jihadists.


Having distinguished himself during the course of his service at the side of the Peshmerga, his 
qualities were recognized by the top commanders and, in March 2015, they gave him the task of 
observing and supporting the creation of a new Peshmerga unit: Alex became one of the founders 
of an elite unit of the Peshmerga military police, Task Force Black, which from there was set to 
write one of the most important pages in the history of the war on terror in the city of Kirkuk  in  
Iraq.


Although his task only related to the training of the members of the Unit, Alex participated 
voluntarily in all the operations his unit were involved in during the huge offensive to liberate the 
area of Kirkuk from the hold of the ISIS militants.


Following his earlier activity and previous experience in the training sector, Alex was asked to 
design and supervise one of the most important training centers recognized by the Regional 
Government of Kurdistan.  However, in August 2017, Alex relinquished his position to resume full 
time active service on the front line in the war on terror, continuing to acquire operational 
experience. This has become an integral part and a fundamentally important tool in developing 
the procedures which he imparts during his training courses, the content of which is effective and 
backed up by direct experience.


Alex is currently continuing his work in Iraq  as Operation & Training Manager , constantly 
updating AP TAC with his experience on the field.

 

 




Training Concept:  

The AP TAC training is not a simple, short training course, but a downright “system” characterized 
by a set of procedures to be learned step by step, followed by our professional training staff. First 
of all, the primary purpose of our lessons is the acquisition of the safest possible handling of our 
personal weapons. Rather than merely relying on confidence, it should be based on an in-depth 
knowledge of the weapon. 


At a later stage, the course focuses on the principles of instinct, and then each of the procedures 
that are essential to speed up the weapon handling process are progressively introduced, in order 
to allow the operator to be fit for a dynamic, operational environment. 


Why train with us:  

Our procedures are devised on a concrete basis and based on REAL concepts and developed by 
our instructor’s REAL ground experience in the war against terror, and law enforcement 
operations. 


AP TAC is a training provider that has hundreds of training sessions to its name, every course 
does not follow a specific format, but rather models itself around the class, optimizing each 
student’s time and resources. 


The courses and the seminars organized by AP TAC are open to all professionals in accordance 
with the highest international standard. 


International mobile training teams :  

AP TAC  provides international mobile training teams (IMTT) and individual instructors. The cost 
factor of flying personnel to our specific facility can be expensive. It is sometimes more flexible to 
send our instructors to your location.


Key points for using our Mobile Training Teams/ Instructors


• Cost effective to the client/ agency

• Instruction in your working environment

• Training team/ instructors can meet with senior management and discuss training issues

• Supervisors are able to observe and evaluate there staff's performance


Training Facilities  Partnership Classes  

Trough out MTT ( Mobile Training Team ) is possibile to organize Events and dedicated Training 
Sessions  directly to your  Training Facility in according with your training  requirements. 


Contacts :  

Mail : info.aptac@gmail.com 


Mobile : +39 3516071166 


Instagram page : https://www.instagram.com/alex_pineschi_official


Facebook page : https://www.facebook.com/AlexPineschiOfficial/


Youtube Channel : https://www.youtube.com/tacticaldefensive
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